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What is the Visa Application Charge?  

When discussing the government visa application charge you may have heard a lot of different terms 

used such as VAC (Visa application charge), Visa Fee, Government fee.  

What’s the best payment method to use?  

Completely up to you however keep the following in mind: 

● If your visa is soon to expire then you should be using a credit card. If you use Bpay and the funds 

do not clear prior to expiry of your visa - then you could end up unlawful (illegal);  

● Always plan lodgement in advance so you have all payment options available;  

● Credit cards do attract a surcharge.  

What am I paying for?  

One of the biggest misconceptions when it comes to Partner visas and Prospective marriage visas - is 

people believing that by paying the big hefty fee means they are guaranteed the visa. This is WRONG!  

 

You are paying to lodge the application. That lodgement means that you are essentially asking the 

government to consider your case. You are asking them to review the application and decide if they think 

you meet the legal requirements for granting the visa.  

 

You are not paying them to help you secure the visa. You are not paying them to teach you how to 

improve your case. If they review your application and form a decision that you do not meet the legal 

requirements - they will refuse the visa. There is no refund.  

When do the visa fees increase?  

We generally see fees increase around July and January. It’s not always the case, but over the past 

decade this seems to be the ‘trend’. The government announces the intended increase in the Federal 

budget usually.  

Are there any discounts or concessions?  

The government does not discount their visa fees nor do they allow any form of payment plan. They 

charge for the primary applicant and they have a charge for each migrating dependent included in the 

visa as well.  

 

We at Freedom Migration, have never seen the government reduce the fees for the partner visa 

program, it only ever goes up unfortunately.  
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